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The award-winning CHRISTIAN RESEARCH JOURNAL equips Christians in
doctrine, defense of the faith, and discernment and is an essential tool
for your apologetics arsenal. Our magazine specializes in in-depth
research of religions, New Atheism, origins (design, theistic evolution,
naturalism), aberrant Christian movements and teachings, ethical issues,
and general and cultural apologetics (film, television, media, technology,
and literature). Your six-issue subscription brings in-depth feature
articles, book reviews, evangelism tips, thoughtful opinion pieces, and
hermeneutics helps right to your door. And we bring it all together using
powerful graphics in an eye-catching full-color format.

Plenty of Christians know what
they believe, but aren’t well
equipped to articulate, much less
defend, their beliefs. That’s where
the CHRISTIAN RESEARCH JOURNAL
comes in. Each issue provides
clear, user-friendly concepts and
explanations of the biblical
stance on critical issues. And
while I’m proud to be a
contributing writer, I’m also
grateful for the help I get each

With your six-issue subscription, you will have timely,
well-researched information right at your fingertips for $39.50.

time the JOURNAL shows up in my

Call toll-free 1-800-2-JOURNAL now for details or visit our
website at www.equip.org for ordering information.

who wants to be both relevant

You can access many past JOURNAL articles online
at www.equip.org/journal

—Joe Dallas, author and

mailbox. It’s a tool any believer
and biblical must have.

pastoral counselor
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